Interested in learning more about career options for Smithies with science degrees?

Come and hear a fantastic group of alumnae talk about their trajectories!

- **Amy Rhodes**, Geology '91 — Associate Professor and Chair of Geosciences at Smith College
- **Amy Raudenbush**, Physics '95 — Optical Systems Engineer at MIT Lincoln Laboratory
- **Debra Kendall**, Biochemistry '77 — Board of Trustees Distinguished Professor and Chair of Pharmaceutical Sciences, UConn
- **Laurie Sanders**, Biology '88 — Radio journalist, Natural History Guide, and Environmental Consultant
- **Maja Milosavljevic**, Mathematics and Statistics '14 - Assistant technical staff at MIT Lincoln Labs

Pizza will be available for the first 25 people

**Friday, April 10, 12:15-1:00 pm, McConnell 103**

Do you have more questions?

The panel presentation will be followed by a sit-down meeting with the panelists

**1: 00–2:00 pm, McConnell 104**

Smith College
Health and STEM Professions Lunchbag Series  http://www.smith.edu/science-advising/